export news May 2017
Vacuum and pressure sensors with IO-Link

IO-Link is now regarded as the standard for a technology via which sensors and actuators can communicate with each other. Anyone who would like to keep up with this development, must safeguard the communication capability of the relevant components
and therefore also the sensors. This is why we would like to present you our new vacuum and pressure sensors with IO-Link.

A variable and versatile use in all conceivable areas of handling and automation systems is possible due to the devices’ features: The compact, extremely lightweight sensors in the robust plastic housing cover detection ranges from -1...10bar, have a response

time

of

<

2.5ms

as

well

as

a

switching

frequency

of

200Hz.

Besides, the menu-guided programming ensures a quick and easy start-up. The parameters are very easy to adjust, even for extremely specialized applications such as
“pressure window” monitoring. Locking protection against unwanted device manipulation can also be selected.
These new IO-Link capable sensors are
available in four versions:
DW164600 (-1...0bar)
DW16460J (-1...+1bar)
DW16460D (0...+10bar)
DW16460K (-1...+10bar)

The first two device types can withstand pressure peaks of up to a maximum of 5bar,
whereas the DW16460D and DW16460K can withstand a maximum pressure of up to
16bar. The devices in protection class IP65 are suitable for filtered, dry or oiled compressed air as well as neutral gases, and can be used within a temperature range of 10°C to +60°C.

Potential applications are pressure monitoring, vacuum checking for vacuum lifters,
compressor actuation etc.
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Low pressure and vacuum sensors in the millibar range

The ipf pressure monitors are not only characterized by a high measuring accuracy, but
also by highly durable switching outputs as well as analog current outputs. The devices
can be configured quickly and easily using the integrated membrane keyboard as well as an optional PC
program.
For this purpose, the devices can be equipped with an
optical interface (AD000011).

Now, the familiar devices of the DW34, DW35 and DW36 series have been complemented by three low-pressure devices:
DW35311A (0 to 100mbar)
DW35311E (-100 to 0mbar)
DW35311M (0 to 200mbar)

All devices feature a G1/4“ process connection for integration in the respective system.

The screw connection on the backside serves as a pressure compensation for the sensors. It contains a Gore membrane that protects against the penetration of water, but is
air-permeable.
The screw connection must not be removed!

In order to meet the high demands of precision
and linearity, each sensor is individually adjusted. The internal electronics provide a high
operational reliability and flexibility.
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Inductive high-temperature sensors with IP68 and IP69k

ipf electronic has introduced two inductive high-temperature sensors, on which we
would like to point your attention to: IB12C667 and IB12C668.
The particular feature of these devices are their protection classes. Due to IP68 and
IP69k, these inductive sensors are not only water-proof, but also resistant to highpressure cleaning.
The sensors can be used in applications from -25°C to
+140°C. Thanks to their stainless-steel housing (AISI
316 Ti), they can also be used in corrosive environments. The difference between the two devices is the
cable length. IB12C667 provides a 2 meter, IB12C668
a 5 meter cable.

Low cost sensor for simple laser tasks

If you are looking for a cost-effective sensor for simple laser tasks, our new PT98E110
could be interesting for you. This diffuse-reflection laser sensor offering laser class 1,
provides an NO/NC switching output and
a 4-pin M8 metal connector, of which
PIN2 is not connected.
Although this device has a background
suppression that is adjustable via a 6-turn
potentiometer, it offers rather energetic
properties.
Nevertheless, if you should need a laser
sensor, e.g. due to the object size, and
the background is far enough away, it is a good alternative.
The price for you as distributors amounts to 89.79€. For high-precision laser tasks you
should use the e.g. ipf PT14, PT17 or PT43 series.
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Diffuse reflection laser sensors with additional analog output

In the course of the expansion of the PT44 series, we already presented these sensors
in our ipf export news in May 2016.
The devices of this series have convinced with their excellent optical properties and
their variety of functions.

Now, the series has been revised, so that the
devices offer an analog current output as a
standard feature. In an additional menu item,
you can choose now between the voltage output 0 … 5V and the current output 4 … 20mA.

Please keep in mind the excellent features:
A robust and compact aluminum housing, a very small beam diameter, excellent linearity, the possibility to configure the switching output with a window function, a 4-digit display etc.
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